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welcome message

Introduction

A growing region – a growing event
Welcome to TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition 2013, our
biggest regional event yet – with
more exhibitors and more space
than ever before. It is indicative of
a region which continues to show
incredible growth year-on-year,
with duty free and travel retail
sales up 16.3% last year, according
to Generation figures, way ahead of
any other geographical zone.
With zero growth in Europe, Asia Pacific
is now the most important region for
duty free and travel retail sales and it’s
a trend that sees no sign of abating with
continual reports of growth in passenger
traffic, airport retail expansion, and major
retailer investment.
We know that much of this growth is
fuelled by China and, at TFWA’s recent
inaugural China’s Century Conference
organised in conjunction with APTRA, this
was emphasised with major announcements such as the opening by Hainan
Provincial Duty Free Co Ltd (HNDF) of its
first off-airport store on Hainan Island, at
the Mission Hills Tourism Town Center in
Haikou, in partnership with DFS Group.
LS travel retail Asia Pacific (ASPAC) also
used the event to announce it has been
awarded a 1,700sqm luxury and fashion
contract at Shenzhen Airport’s new

TFWA
Product
Showcase
The TFWA Product Showcase provides a
dedicated online service for exhibitors
to present their products in advance of
TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition. Visit www.tfwaproductshowcase.
com to find the latest product news from
many of the exciting brands that will be
on show in Singapore.
Exhibiting companies across all product
categories have already uploaded product
information and photos to the website,
where visitors can search for products by
brand, company or product sector.
Scan this code to visit the
TFWA Product Showcase:

domestic Terminal 3, expected to open
in late 2013. And the announcement by
China Duty Free Group (CDFG) at the
conference in Beijing and at its Vendors’
Conference in Sanya the following
weekend that the world’s largest duty free
shopping centre: the Haitang Bay International Shopping Complex on Hainan Island
will open a phase one trial in December,
with the Grand Opening of the initial
phase in January 2014. Exciting news and
a fantastic precursor to this week.
The week ahead looks most promising.
Here we are in a brand new venue – the
impressive and award-winning Marina Bay
Sands Expo & Convention Center – Singapore’s largest and most flexible event venue.
Not here initially by choice but necessity
due to the unavailability of Suntec; however,
together with our partners, we have pulled
out all the stops to ensure this week is
absolutely ‘business as usual’. Indeed, we
hope that with the new venue you will see
improvement in some areas.
All 253 exhibitors here this week are here
for a reason. They believe 100% in the
value and potential of the Asia Pacific
region – either as companies already
doing business here, or because they are
keen to develop their commerce and trade
here. We are delighted to welcome new
and returning names such as L’Oréal Luxe
Travel Retail Asia Pacific, Clarins and

Reminder
of new
locations

Diageo – I wish all a fantastic week. All
housed on one exhibition floor in one hall,
there are some truly impressive stands,
including double-deckers from William
Grant & Sons, Imperial Tobacco and JTI.
The exhibition takes place after what
promises to be a truly inspirational
and thought-provoking conference and
workshop day on the theme ‘Striving
for Perfection’. We are delighted to
welcome keynote speaker Dr Mahathir
bin Mohamad, Malaysia’s longest-serving
leader and one of Asia’s most respected
statesmen. He will discuss the challenges
he overcame while helping to position
Malaysia as a leading economy in SouthEast Asia and assess the geopolitical
challenges ahead for Asian economies
in a multi-polar world. I am sure we will
all learn some valuable lessons. Gilbert
Ghostine, President Asia Pacific, Diageo,
and leading Chinese economist Dr Fan
Gang, will offer insights into their own
experience and expertise of the region.
There then follow four superb Workshops:
Perfect Journey, Perfect Pitch, e-Perfect
and Perfection Personified – each with
themes that will appeal across all participants. Further details can be found inside
this issue of the Daily.
Wrapping the Conference and Exhibition
elements together, of course, is a fantastic networking programme, including

sports and social events starting with the
golf at the Tanjong Course in Sentosa on
Sunday. Throughout the week, participants can also benefit from TFWA’s highly
successful ONE2ONE meetings sessions.
Sunday night, however, is when it all
really begins, with the Welcoming
Cocktail. Where better than the world
famous Raffles Hotel – a superb venue
for meeting old friends and making new
ones. Tuesday sees the Chill-Out Party at
the Mandarin Oriental and this year our
Singapore Swing Party takes place at the
stunning Alkaff Mansion for a night of
dancing, dining and jazz.
It is going to be a busy week, a fun week
and, I am hopeful, a very positive and
successful week.
Thanks to all our visitors, exhibitors and
many sponsors for making it happen.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF
TFWA ASIA PACIFIC
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
TAKES A LITTLE APPLICATION

Within the Marina Bay Sands
Expo & Convention Center
• Exhibition/One2One Lounge/
Press Centre & registration desks:
Basement 2
• Conference/Workshops &
TFWA offices: Level 3

BRINGING
NGING
TOGETHER
THE DUTY FREE &
TRAVEL RETAIL INDUSTRY
IN ASIA PACIFIC

• TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4

Singapore
12-16 May 2013

TFWA LinkedIn
Group
TFWA has launched a LinkedIn Group,
which is an ideal place to go for the latest
news on TFWA Asia Pacific Conference &
Exhibition. Join the TFWA Group.

BRINGING TOGETHER
THE DUTY FREE & TRAVEL RETAIL INDUSTRY
IN ASIA PACIFIC
Singapore
12-16 May 2013
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e-Perfect:
The importance
of digital and
social media

Patrón Spirits
International
(Stand L25) is
showcasing the
new Gran
Patrón Piedra
– a travel retail
exclusive
tequila – at
TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference &
Exhibition.

John McDonnell, President, International and Chief
Operating Officer, Patrón Spirits International, is
participating in Workshop C: e-Perfect on Monday
13 May. He outlined his perspective on digital and
social media to Ross Falconer.
McDonnell believes that airports,
retailers and suppliers should
all be united in their pursuit to
strengthen the travel retail industry and encourage more consumers
to shop in duty free.
Digital and social media are important
tools to accomplish this. “In the case of
Patrón, we have a strong presence online
and in social media, focused on building
awareness, preference and excitement
for our brands across the globe – all
of which, if we’re successful, will drive

consumers to shop for our products,”
explained McDonnell.
Digital and social media is a very
important part of the Patrón marketing strategy, and an increasingly large
percentage of its marketing spend. In
addition to a presence on Facebook,
YouTube and Pinterest, among others,
it also has its own social network called
The Patrón Social Club, which has
about 400,000 members. “The ability to
connect one-on-one with consumers is a
crucial tool for a luxury brand like ours,”
commented McDonnell.

Unlocking the
‘non-shopper’
opportunity
The Closing Plenary session of the TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference will include an insightful
address from Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing
Director, Counter Intelligence Retail, in which he
will present highlights of a global study on
‘non-shoppers’ recently commissioned by TFWA.
He offered a preview to Ross Falconer.
The study, carried out during 2012,
researched 6,500 international
passengers who rarely or never
entered the duty free shopping
environment. It was a combination
of online research with more than
15 different nationalities, including five key Asian nationalities. In
addition, multiple focus groups with
non-shoppers were then undertaken across all regions.
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“The main purpose of the study was to
understand the size of the non-shopper
opportunity and to identify what could be
done to overcome the current barriers to
entering and purchasing for this group,”
explained Stasiulevicuis. “We also wanted
to understand the behaviours of this group
and what other activities they were doing
as part of their time in the airport. The
study focused on identifying the barriers
and then providing possible solutions to

The world is becoming increasingly
mobile, and that’s especially true for
people who travel. “Not only are we
reaching them through traditional
media, even more important is to
communicate through digital and social
channels – and so that’s exactly what
we’re doing. Ultimately, our goal with
all of our marketing is to create awareness, understanding and excitement for
our brands, to motivate consumers to
purchase. The more marketing support
we create, the more opportunity for
retailers to sell,” said McDonnell.

unlocking the non-shopper opportunity.”
The study found that more than 50% of
international travellers currently do not
enter the travel retail environment and,
importantly, it identified 11 key barriers
to travellers entering that environment. Non-shoppers still arrive at the
airport as early as those who do shop;
however, they choose to prioritise other
activities, such as eating, relaxing and
working. Meanwhile, a high percentage
of non-shoppers state that the airport
process has a negative impact on their
desire to shop.
Stasiulevicuis identified some priority
activities that retailers and brands should
consider in their efforts to drive penetration. These include heightening levels
of pre-awareness of the shopping offer
through improved and targeted communication prior to travel, and offering incentives to enter and shop in stores at key
points in the airport journey.
“My main message is that, as an industry,
retailers and brands should be taking a
closer look at the non-shopper opportunity. Currently, 50% of travellers do not
enter a duty free store despite being open
to and willing to shop in airports. Only
around 5% of all travellers are complete
shopping rejectors – both domestically
and in travel retail – therefore, the opportunity is high,” concluded Stasiulevicuis.

Meanwhile, at TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition Patrón Spirits
International is introducing its new
travel retail exclusive tequila – Gran
Patrón Piedra. “This is our first extraañejo tequila, produced in the traditional ‘tahona’ method, and our first
duty free exclusive product,” explained
McDonnell. “Travel retail represents an
important and significant sales channel
for us, and we’re excited to make
this exquisite spirit available first
to our valued duty free partners
and consumers.”

Stasiulevicuis
explained that
the use of
technology and
online tools
could be
considered a
priority in
unlocking the
non-shopper
opportunity.

www.tfwa.com

My Story,
My Design

Weekend in Paris
with my sweetheart

My passion

My first time
in Sydney

TRAVELING JUST GOT A LITTLE MORE CHARMING
Discover our beautiful new PANDORA travel charms.
Express your story and create your design at PANDORA.NET
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Striving for
Perfection
The TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Workshops
programme will this year see a high profile speaker
line-up explore how new approaches in key areas
of retail are enabling operators and brands to
engage the travelling consumer more effectively.
Delegates will be inspired by different perspectives
on achieving perfection in Asia Pacific travel retail.
Monday 13 May 2013

11:30-13:15 Morning Workshops

09:00-11:00 Morning Plenary

Please note: Workshops A & B run simultaneously

Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina Bay
Sands Expo & Convention Center

In his state of the industry address,
TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen
will explore how the Asia Pacific market
has emerged as the industry leader,
and explain the theme of this year’s
conference, ‘Striving for Perfection’.
Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and
Managing Director (Duty Free & Travel
Retail), King Power Group (HK), will
update delegates on the challenges
to growth faced by the regional
industry today, and how industry
associations are working together
to drive the business forward.
Dr Mahathir bin Mohamad, former Prime
Minister of Malaysia and the country’s
longest-serving leader, will deliver the
keynote address. Dr Mahathir will discuss the
challenges he overcame in helping position
Malaysia as a leading economy in SouthEast Asia, and will look at the geopolitical
challenges ahead for Asian economies.
Gilbert Ghostine, President Asia Pacific,
Diageo, will provide a perspective from
the world’s leading premium drinks
company and owner of some of travel
retail’s biggest brands.
Dr Fan Gang, Director, China National
Economic Research Institute and Chairman,
China Reform Foundation, will look at future
demand for luxury goods among Chinese
shoppers, and at the influence of exchange
rates on consumer trends.

Moderators:
John Rimmer,
Conference Research & External Affairs
Director, TFWA
Trevor Lai, Presenter « Thoughtful China »

2013 conference
& workshops
sponsors:

Workshop A: Perfect Journey

Workshop B: Perfect Pitch

Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

Begonia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

Despite the undoubted progress made
in creating more attractive travel retail
environments, current penetration
rates across the world leave plenty of
room for improvement. For too many
travellers, shopping while travelling is an
afterthought rather than a “must”. How
can airports, retailers and brands ensure
that retail is an essential component of
the “perfect journey”?
This session will explore how terminal
layout, store design, retail branding and
out-of-store promotions can “interrupt”
the travelling consumer, delighting and
surprising them in order to encourage
footfall and, ultimately, sales. Our
panellists will also look at means to
communicate more effectively at various
stages of the traveller’s journey, from
planning the trip to their arrival at
destination.

In an industry such as duty free and travel
retail, in which success depends on the
involvement of a number of different
stakeholders, solid partnerships are
essential. This workshop will assess how
DARK BACKGROUND
closer cooperation between different
Platinum:
parties can enhance the retail proposition
for the customer – resulting in the
“perfect pitch”.
What new approaches are airports
and retailers adopting in order to work
together more effectively? What are the
1 colour print
keys to an effective, durable partnership
between travel retail stakeholders? These
and other questions will be discussed in a
Conference morning coffee break:
session designed to explore the power of

Lorenzo C. Formoso, Chief Operating
Officer, Duty Free Philippines
Faizah Khairuddin, Senior General
Manager of Commercial Services,
Malaysia Airports Holding Berhad
Ian Taylor, Global Marketing Manager,
William Grant & Sons

Moderator: Dermot Davitt, Vice Chairman
and Editorial Director, The Moodie Report

Diamond:

partnership.
Monet S. Aluquin, Assistant Vice
DARK BACKGROUND
President, Airside Concessions Division, 1 colour print
Changi Airport Group
Steffen Brandt, Chief Executive Officer,
Heinemann Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
Conference afternoon coffee break:
Eva Yu, Managing Director, L’Oréal Luxe
Travel Retail Asia Pacific

Moderator: John Sutcliffe, Travel
Retail Advisor

Conference portfolio:

Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese for the Morning
Plenary and Workshop A

Conference hostess outfits:

11:00-11:30
Business networking with coffee
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14:30-16:15 Afternoon Workshops

16:45-17:30

Please note: Workshops C & D run simultaneously

Closing Plenary

Business networking lunch

Workshop C: e-Perfect

Heliconia Ballroom, Level 3, Marina Bay
Sands Expo & Convention Center

Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

The closing session of the conference
will provide two powerful perspectives on
today’s travelling consumers, and on the
challenges the industry faces to better
serve them.
In order to help its members better
understand why so many travellers
continue to avoid purchasing in duty
free and travel retail stores, TFWA
recently commissioned a global study on
“non-shoppers” from industry research
specialist Counter Intelligence Retail.
The results make fascinating reading and
offer real insight into the steps landlords,
retailers and brands need to take to
improve penetration rates.
Counter Intelligence Retail Managing
Director Garry Stasiulevicuis will present
highlights of the report plus conclusions
on the main barriers to purchase among
today’s travelling consumers.
Highlights from another absorbing and
topical report will complete the session.
Global Reach of China Luxury is a study
published earlier this year by accounting
network and consultant KPMG on the
growing importance of the travelling
Chinese consumer to premium brands
worldwide. KPMG Principal Business
Development Anson Bailey will discuss
the findings of the report, which features
case studies from a number of key
suppliers.
Together these two reports will provide a
compelling finish to a busy day of insight
and debate.

TFWA Industry Association
Working Lunch
Begonia Meeting Room, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
By invitation only – Not open to the Press
This working lunch will provide industry
stakeholders with an opportunity to
discuss regulatory and other issues
facing the industry in Asia Pacific and
beyond. Senior representatives from
industry associations will give an update
on progress and on the likely next steps
regarding various challenges to the
regional and global business.
Erik Juul-Mortensen, President, Tax Free
World Association
Sunil Tuli, President, Asia Pacific Travel
Retail Association and Managing Director
(Duty Free and Travel Retail) King Power
Group (Hong Kong)
Sarah Branquinho, President ETRC &
Business Relations & External Affairs
Director, World Duty Free Group
Sean Staunton, President, Middle East
and Africa Duty Free Association, and Vice
President – Operations, Dubai Duty Free

For premium brands and the retailers
that sell them, digital and social media
offer rich marketing possibilities, and
are increasingly the first point of contact
with the travelling consumer. However, a
poorly-managed online presence can do
more harm than good. How can the duty
free and travel retail industry harness
social media to best effect, and what are
the traps to avoid?
The e-Perfect workshop will feature
contributions from social media experts
and from travel retail companies with
wide experience in online marketing.
John McDonnell, President, International
and Chief Operating Officer, Patrón Spirits
International
Stephenie Rodriguez, CEO, Sticki
Digital Media
Jens Thraenhart, Co-Founder,
Dragon Trail
Sang J. Ahn, Head of Consulting, Incheon
International Airport Corporation

Moderator: Amanda Felix, Publisher,
Duty-Free News International
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese

Moderator: Michael Barrett,
Executive Officer, Asia Pacific
Travel Retail Association

Workshop D:
Perfection Personified
Begonia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
In any retail business, the “human touch”
can be the difference between a “sale” or
a “fail”. In an industry as diverse as travel
retail, in which the customer base and
its expectations are uniquely varied, the
interaction between customer and staff is
central to success.
The Perfection Personified workshop
will explore how fresh approaches to
staff training and human resources
programmes are ensuring that the
industry’s ambassadors on the shop floor
or inflight have the tools not just to serve
each customer effectively, but to ensure
that the customer comes back and spends
again.
Rachael Green, Recruitment & Employee
Development Manager, Dubai Duty Free
John Garner, Group Deputy Chairman and
President Asia Pacific, DFASS
Andrew Gardiner, General Manager
Retail, Sydney Airport
Trevor Lee, Managing Director,
TravConsult

Moderators:
Doug Newhouse, Editorial Director, Travel
Retail Business
Trevor Lai, Presenter « Thoughtful China »

Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina Bay
Sands Expo & Convention Center

Moderated by:
John Rimmer, Conference, Research &
External Affairs Director, TFWA
Trevor Lai, Presenter « Thoughtful China »

16:15-16:45
Business networking with coffee

www.tfwa.com
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Major brands
come to
Singapore

02

There are an impressive 74 companies either exhibiting
for the first time at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition or returning after an absence. Here,
we highlight a selection. Further instalments of our
focus on new and returning exhibitors will follow in
subsequent issues of the Daily.

Oilily 01

Boggi Milano 02

Stand G15

Stand B14

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Dutch fashion house Oilily has been a
hallmark of creativity since 1963. Over the
years Oilily has grown into a distinctive
lifestyle brand that is sold in more than
60 countries around the world. Oilily’s
creativity is translated into surprising
products that lead to new experiences.
The Colorful Licenses Group has been
developing, producing and distributing
cosmetics, bags and other accessories
under license for Oilily for the past
20 years.

Asia has been a growing market for Oilily
Accessories in recent years. To make
the utmost use of this momentum we,
as a group, have decided to invest in our
visibility – not only business to consumer,
but also business to business. TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition is the best
event to attend to reach the leading travel
retail buyers.

Boggi Milano is a leading menswear
retailer inspired by the Italian lifestyle
and, in particular, by the ‘Milanese’
business style. 70 years and counting after
its foundation, Boggi Milano has become
a growing international group with more
than 150 stores worldwide. Style, quality
and sartorial taste are the milestones that
have continued over time.

We recently opened our first directly
operated store in Hong Kong, Harbour
City. Seoul will follow shortly with two
brand new units. Travel retail will be the
next logical step in promoting the brand
and we would be delighted to be granted
the opportunity to prove ourselves in
major airports in the region.

What are your objectives?

Who buys your products?

To meet and greet not only our existing
partners, but to also get to know possible
new partners for the near future. We are
also happy to have the soft relaunch of the
iconic Oilily Eau de Parfum at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition.

The brand is attuned with today’s cosmopolitan and contemporary men and with
their lifestyle; it offers them high quality
Italian design, exquisitely hand-finished
products, and made with the finest Italian
material. Our main customers are professionals travelling for business or leisure,
wanting to be elegant and feel at ease on
any occasion, expressing their personality
with distinction.

Who buys your products?
The Oilily Bags collections and cosmetics
are available for a wide target audience.
Products range from small children’s
bags and the Oilily children’s fragrance to
travel bags and fashionable leather bags
with a recognisable Oilily print. Young and
old can wear an Oilily bag or use
the cosmetics.

What are your objectives?

What is your unique selling
point (USP)?
Unique Prints, daring colour combinations, stunning designs and smashing
details make our bags collection a must
have for every leading bags and accessories shop. As for fragrances, the Oilily
Perfumes are accessible for all ages. With
six different fragrances, there is always
the right scent for the right customer.

To present the brand, its characteristics
and its strengths. To get to know major
airport authorities in order to establish
long-term ties to flourish in the
near future.

What is your USP?
Highlights of the essence of the brand are:
• Italian quality and tradition
• Exquisite Milanese style and design
• Excellent price/quality ratio in the
premium business segment
• Mono-brand stores

Stand G1
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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new & returning exhibitors

03

04
Armagnac Janneau 03

Colibri 04

Stand A26

Stand J5

Who are you?
Founded in 1851, Janneau is one of the
oldest Armagnac houses. It is the first
Armagnac export brand in the world and
the leading Armagnac in travel retail
in Western Europe, Eastern Europe
and Russia. Reintroducing the double
distillation method to the region in 1972,
Janneau produces a unique range of
Armagnac. Janneau owns the largest
stocks of old Armagnac in the world
and offers a great selection of vintages.
Janneau’s Armagnacs are available in 170
duty free shops worldwide.

Who buys your products?
Knowledgeable consumers who enjoy
aged and rare spirits, for their own
consumption or to offer them as a gift.
Our objective is to continue extending
our target audience to younger men and
women who enjoy drinking quality spirits
of all types.

Why exhibit now?
For Armagnac, the market reach has
widened, with Asia being the primary
focus. Janneau would like to extend
its current leadership in European and
Russian travel retail to Asia. Participating
for the first time at TFWA Asia Pacific

www.tfwa.com

Conference & Exhibition will give us the
opportunity to renew existing contacts in
Asia and make new ones.

What are your objectives?
Janneau’s objective is to focus on the
airports of China, South East Asia, Japan
and Taiwan. Airlines are also a target.

What is your USP?
Janneau is one of the oldest maison
d’Armagnac, founded in 1851 by the
Janneau family and still privately owned.
Janneau is one of the few Négociant
Eleveurs to also distil and bottle in the
region of Armagnac, controlling all the
different stages of production with total
quality control.
Janneau reintroduced double distillation
in the region in 1972, creating a unique
range of products using either the two
methods of distillation blended together
or separately.
Janneau owns one of the largest stocks
of ageing Armagnac in the world. 100% of
our stock is declared vintage.
Janneau has a range of products with an
average age superior to its competitors.
Janneau is by far the most awarded
Armagnac at the top international competitions for excellence in quality.

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Colibri has been a household name since
1928, when it first started crafting elegant
semi-automatic lighters. Starting from
a tiny workshop, the company grew into
a global brand with a full men’s lifestyle
offering, including crafted jewellery, small
leather goods, writing instruments and
smoking accessories.
Colibri was built by a dynasty of inventors
who pushed technology to its limits while
keeping their focus firmly on design and
usability. Today Colibri continues this
dedication to craftsmanship with the
highest quality materials, serving a
new generation of users from all over
the world.

Colibri is looking to exhibit its new men’s
accessories range in order to expand the
brand internationally. TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition allows us to
build and develop relationships with our
existing and new travel retail operators.
TFWA also facilitates important customer
feedback on our products and our new
product launches.

What are your objectives?
To create worldwide brand awareness
through the duty free market and new
product launch awareness of our writing
instruments and men’s accessory range.

What is your USP?
Who buys your products?
Our aim is to captivate a wide audience:
• Men aged 25-50, who are starting to
define themselves for the first time,
using clothes and accessories.
• Medium income earners starting to
have a bit of extra disposable income to
splash out and create an identity.
• Upwardly mobile men who like to think
of themselves as different and do not
identify with classic luxury brands.
• Men taking their first step into the
luxury brand market.

Colibri is a semi-luxury men’s lifestyle
brand, which offers a unique position of
entry level luxury accessories, bespoke
designed and engineered in London.
Colibri can work with distributors to get
the most from their stock, through its
bespoke in-store point of sale display
units. Colibri also offers an exceptional
after sales service.
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02

The confectionery category continues to
experience strong growth in the travel retail
channel, notably so in the dynamic Asia
Pacific market. Callum Tennent examines
the strategies some of the key confectionery
brands are employing in the region.

Tailoring
confectionery
to Asian tastes
“Confectionery has been very
dynamic in terms of sales, with
increasing demand coming from
both emerging markets where
chocolate is seen as an affordable
luxury product and those where
chocolate has always been much
loved,” explained Faozia Math-LyRoun, Export Manager at Mademoiselle de Margaux (Stand A25).
“Whether the global economy is good or
bad, chocolate remains the perfect gift for
everyone and any occasion. It’s really a
magic product.”
Math-Ly-Roun is not alone in this attitude
– with more than 30 confectionery brands
exhibiting at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition, the feeling amongst
those in the know is positive. “Duc d’O has
seen a steep growth in all locales over the
past year, especially Asia,” commented
Luuk Reijnders, Global Business Director

10 – TFWA DAILY

01 FAUCHON is constantly creating regionspecific new products. The common theme
with the Asian market is the notion of gifting
and sharing, hence the range of aestheticallypleasing shareable chocolate boxes.
02 The inclusion of special, high quality
packaging helps potential shoppers feel like
the product they are buying is a true exclusive.
Mademoiselle de Margaux has used a decorative
wooden box for its duty free offerings, which will
not be found in regular stores.

03

for Duc d’O (Stand C32). “For 2014 we
have received very enthusiastic responses
from the market, particularly from the
travel retail community. We’ve gained new
customers and many new listings.”

Asia is a massive driving force behind just
about every global economic sector, with
the region experiencing overall economic
growth of +7.5% in 2012 and a predicted
+7.8% in 2013. This corresponds nicely

03 Mondelez World Travel Retail’s flagship
product, Oreo, was recently acknowledged as
one of China’s 100 most trusted brands. This is in
no small part due to MWTR’s efforts to meet the
desires of the Asian market, and that attitude is
reflected in its unique travel retail offerings.

www.tfwa.com
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04
with the +7% growth in air passengers
across Asia in 2012 – the highest of any
region. This has prompted confectionery
brands to focus on appealing directly to
the potential offered in the travel retail
channel in the region.
“Historically, Asia is the first foreign
market for the brand,” explained
Juliette d’Alton, Travel Retail Manager
for FAUCHON (Stand C29). “We have
more than 30 shops in Japan, Hong
Kong and Korea. Travel retail accounts
for 15% of the total turnover, which is
04 Butlers’ range of twist-wrap bags are the
epitome of confectionery travel retail. Easily
transported and accessed inflight, or neat
and presentable to give to a loved one.
05 Duc d’O’s low-key paper and twine
packaging keeps with the brand philosophy,
exuding quality and natural goodness.

why we now develop special products
for the Asian market and are constantly
adding new creations.”

Engaging in-store displays
One common objective is to tailor the
packaging and branding of products to
better appeal to Asian tastes. “We recognise that there are different requirements
across Asia and have actively targeted our
offerings to suit those requirements. We
are conscious of the needs and expectations of Asian consumers when it comes
to packaging and take this into account
during the design stage,” said Kathy
Smyth, Marketing Manager for Butlers
Chocolates (Stand C31).
“Food culture and tradition are strong
in Asia, so tastes and habits are really
strong and need to be understood,” added
Math-Ly-Roun. “There is not one Asian

customer profile – different people have
different reasons to buy confectionery, but
the main reason is for gifting. No matter
what the product, design and colourcoding is key.”
François Godin, General Manager of
Ferrero (Stand N1), expressed similar
sentiments – although he believes
sometimes packaging doesn’t always
need to be given an Asian twist. “Ferrero
has a portfolio of brands which have
international appeal – some have better
exposure in Asia than others. Many Asian
consumers look for European luxury
products for their high quality manufacturing, quality ingredients and beautiful
packaging. They often like offers they can
take home as gifts, too.”
If the packaging of the product is seen
as important for these confectioners, the
in-store displays can play an even more

05

vital role. Engaging displays can make
up some of the most memorable parts
of the travel retail shopping experience,
and are crucial for setting a product apart
from its countless rivals. “Once you have
product quality and a range of SKUs to
suit the market, presentation is key. Our
new Tic Tac Collection, for example, is
presented in a Tic Tac shaped stand for
terrific visibility and the Nutella range
has a display case shaped like a giant
Nutella jar. The pralines are very premium
products and as a result their displays are
luxurious with golden details,” explained
Godin. “We even have Tic Tacs with destination sleeves, which can be tailor-made
to suit the relevant airports.”
Frederic Porchet, Marketing Manager for
Nestlé International Travel Retail (NITR)
(Stand K24), explained the idea further:
“For the launch of a new brand or range
we believe promotions are very important
in driving sales – generating consumer
engagement with the airport, creating
theatre and building interest in the brand.
For example, we gave extensive marketing
support to the implementation of the
new NESTLE SWISS Premium range,
investing highly in visibility, training,
and in-store activation.”

Compelling category vision
Fully realising the potential of the
confectionery category is a key challenge.
Mondelez World Travel Retail (MWTR),
exhibiting as Kraft Foods World Travel
Retail (Stand J24), has invested heavily
in understanding travellers’ behaviour.
Managing Director Andreas Fehr
commented: “Using insights from over
70,000 travellers, we have developed
an actionable, compelling vision for our
global category: Delighting Travellers.
This programme was revealed at TFWA
World Exhibition in Cannes in 2012,
and was an historic step in establishing
confectionery as a core, strategic category
for our industry – a category which not
only aims to drive US$3 billion retail sales
value growth in three years, but also to
drive increased footfall, increased basket
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value and increased shopping frequency
for the total travel retail industry.”
Last year US$46 billion was generated
in global travel retail sales, with 35% of
that revenue coming from the Asia Pacific
region. In fact, five of the world’s top ten
duty free stores by travel retail sales were
located within Asia. Travel retailers have
taken notice of this and are tailoring their
offerings accordingly.
“Customers in travel retail seek exclusive
and special products that are not available in domestic markets. They want
something special, like a gift for their
loved ones. We will be launching gift
pack assortments and sharing pouches
to address this,” said Katharina Tyrolt,
Global Travel Retail Manager, International Division, Ritter Sport (Stand F8).
Duc d’O provides a similar offering: “The
new Duc d’O positioning around authenticity, craftsmanship and natural ingredients
is based on solid insights and consumer
trends. This allows our partners to tap
new shoppers and upgrade current
shoppers. We are introducing a line of
luxury bags as specific gift items – it is a
completely new concept that is targeted
at gift shoppers in the travel environment,
and early results are very promising,”
stated Reijnders.
“Travel exclusives definitely have their
place,” agreed Godin. “Customers browsing in airports love to find something
they have not seen in their local shop –
especially from a brand they trust.”
NITR is firmly behind the idea of

14 – TFWA DAILY

enhancing the travel retail experience,
making full use of the captive audiences
that airports offer, along with the unique
shopping experience that ensues. Alan
Brennan, NITR Customer Marketing
Manager, explained: “NITR’s strategy to
drive sales is centred around our Perfect
Store initiative, developed to deliver
strong incremental category sales growth
for our retail partners. The initiative
continues to evolve and has been successful in targeting both the confectionery
and non-confectionery shopper through
the mobilisation of shopper insight driven
activations that overcome the barriers
to purchase, and are centred around
increasing footfall, conversion and basket
size. Perfect Store is a proven activation
tool to increase both confectionery and
cross category sales whilst delivering
strong incremental sales growth across
all the basic business metrics that
measure success. The category initiative
continues to grow and evolve as we gain
new shopper insight to better understand
the changing shopper landscape that in
turn allows us to develop and enhance
new and existing activations by converting
more shoppers into buyers, whilst building the basket from point of entry to point
of exit within the store.”
Fehr agrees: “When it comes to the
total confectionery category, we need
to think about the store layout together
as an industry. Throughout last year we
had several strategic discussions about
the optimal space of the confectionery

category, and we are starting to see
positive signs that retailer partners are
beginning to address our category in a
more strategic way. Overall, however, we
are only at the beginning of this journey.
Very often, the confectionery category
is barely visible in a store, there are no
multiple touch-points and the engagement and excitement of the category is
not brought to life. We recognise that
changing a store layout cannot happen
instantaneously, or indeed very frequently.
That’s why early alignment is critical, and
why shopper insight can provide valuable
support as we try to take a more holistic
approach to maximising total store sales
across all categories. This is the reason
why we invest in this area at MWTR.”

Brand recognition
One reason why brand recognition plays
such an important part in the targeting
of Asian markets is the language barrier.
It’s incredibly obvious, but so often
overlooked. How can confectionery brands
overcome such a simple but powerful
obstacle? “Since three out of four Chinese
do not have a comfortable understanding
of the English language, products that
have explanations in Chinese or Mandarin
have a greater opportunity to grab their
attention, especially in the unknown
airport environment. We work with our
retail partners to implement on-shelf
communication materials for Chinese
passengers and we are happy with the
results achieved by this initiative,” said

06 NITR has focused on customer
desire for exclusives, while still
purchasing brand names they know
and trust. The result is products like
the Smarties share bag.
07 Ferrero stresses the importance
of properly displaying a product. The
Kinder colour scheme is extremely
well recognised, so Ferrero played to
that strength with its unique display
stand.
08 Ritter Sport’s tower selection not
only serves as an attractive offering,
but it also serves a purpose. A variety
pack gives new customers a chance
to sample all the company has to
offer, increasing brand awareness
and even establishing a favourite.

Anna Szentivanyi, Manager Customer
Marketing, Mondelez World Travel Retail.
Worldwide travel retail sales have shown
an increase of an impressive +25% over
two years, and all during an almost global
financial recession. When combined with
the steadily increasing number of passengers thanks to cheaper flights and a rise
in global population, airports are focusing
more and more upon travel retail as a
source of revenue. Recently completed
terminal and concourse renovations at
such international hubs as Seoul Incheon,
Perth, Dubai and Hong Kong have all been
constructed with a clear focus on increasing the retail factor. Now that the global
economy is showing signs of recovery,
who knows what the limit for travel retail
confectionery is?
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NEW ARRIVALS
EXCLUSIVELY FOR TRAVEL RETAIL

Fine flavour cocoas make up only 5% of
the world’s cocoa harvest. Their unique
tastes are determined by growing region
and by the treatment of the cocoa beans.

For each kind we take the select fine flavour
cocoa from a single country and carefully
adjust the chocolate formulation to bring
out the best in the cocoa’s characteristics.

www.rausch.de/sales

BELGIAN
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Duc d’O presents: “Untamed Delicacy”

NO
TWO TRUFFLES
– A new breakthrough brand positioning
ARE THE
SAMEnew packaging.
and striking
Available soon!

Visit us at stand C32 to find out what the complete restyled
Duc d’O range can mean for your chocolate sales.

xi’an xianyang international airport

Upping the
ante in Xi’an
A painstakingly considered product offering, meticulously
optimised floor plan and the ambience of ancient Xi’an
are among a multitude of factors that contribute to Xi’an
Xianyang International Airport’s impressive commercial
area. Chief Operations Officer Wolfgang Weil was the
driving force behind the airport’s transformation into
one of China’s most unique and animated travel retail
experiences. Amy Hanna reports.
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Xi’an Xianyang’s new Terminal 3
opened in March 2012,
providing the airport with the
opportunity to revolutionise its
shopping experience.
The rigorous, retail-orientated planning
of the new terminal’s construction was
headed by COO Wolfgang Weil. “I looked to
the very heart of the company’s structure
to see how we could best optimise the
shopping experience, and developed
a wealth of strategies for sustainable
revenue to tap the full potential of the
retail opportunities,” he explained. “We
analysed passenger flow, examined how
many passengers would walk in this
direction or that direction, and on that
basis developed our Central Commercial
Area, in which we hoped to capture 100%
of passing passengers.”
The positioning of the area’s every
element was considered in meticulous
detail to ensure maximum passenger
footfall – 75% of the central commercial
area is visible to passengers entering
it by escalator – while the offer was
carefully devised, with a focus on hightier international brands promising
minimal product duplication.

The newest addition to Xi’an Xianyang’s ‘street’ of highend international brands – the focal point of its Central
Commercial Area – will be Swatch’s Hour Passion
watch store, which is currently under development.

Intelligent initiatives are also instrumental to the airport’s strategy to increase
passenger spend. Its setting in one of
the world’s most stimulating historical
locations meant creating a distinct ‘sense
of place’ was key to enhancing the retail
experience in the gateway to the world
forged by the Qin Dynasty a thousand
years ago.
“Xi’an is the birthplace of China, and is
so rich in culture,” said Weil. “It is all
about the materials and the elements
and the colours, so we asked, ‘How
can we make the airport here feel
thoroughly Xi’an?’”
Specially created chandeliers made
from LEDs are suspended like Chinese
lanterns and a collection of artefacts
embodying the essence of Xi’an is on
display, while scarlet and gold carvings
surround the shops, contributing to the
glow of the entire commercial area in the
indigenous colours of China.
According to Weil, passengers are
extremely enthusiastic about the
features, while concessionaires have
also felt their positive impact. “We have a
local retailer – the owner of two convenience stores in Terminal 2, who also now
runs six units in Terminal 3. We advised
him on an upscale design for the modern
new convenience stores, as well as on
what commodities to stock, and he has
noticed considerable growth in sales in
his new concessions,” Weil concluded.
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The DFNI Asia/
Pacific Awards
for travel-retail
excellence 2013

Golf
Sunday 12 May, 07:15
Sentosa Golf Club,
Tanjong Course
The ever-popular
TFWA Asia Pacific Golf
Tournament is the
perfect way to tee-off the
week. The competition
once again takes place at
the stunning Sentosa Golf
Club, Tanjong Course,
with its captivating South
China Sea backdrop and
freshwater lakes. There
are fabulous prizes
awaiting the winners
of the longest drive
and nearest-the-pin
competitions, as well as
for anyone achieving a
hole in one.
The format of play is
Stableford, with tee-off
times from 07:30
onwards.

leisure & social programme

Tuesday 14 May, 18:00
Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center

DFNI Asia/Pacific Awards for travel-retail
excellence 2013 recognise the achievement
of the Asia/Pacific travel retail industry,
with awards in several categories decided
by a vote open to all companies operating
in the region.
Open to all TFWA Asia Pacific Conference &
Exhibition participants.
Dress code: Business

TFWA Asia Pacific Bar
Monday 13 May to Wednesday 15 May, 18:00-19:30 (except on Monday, open from 17:45)
Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

WELCOMING
COCKTAIL

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, which this year features an outdoor terrace, has
become firmly established as the ideal onsite networking venue. It is perfect
for informal meetings or a break from the exhibition floor. Delegates can
conclude their day with complimentary drinks from 18:00.
The bar will open from 17:45 on Monday to provide optimum networking
opportunities following the TFWA Asia Pacific Conference.

Sunday 12 May, 19:30
Raffles Hotel
The Welcoming Cocktail returns to the iconic Raffles
Hotel – birthplace of the world-famous Singapore
Sling. This year the theme is ‘Scent of Chance’. Cards
and dice will tell if your luck is in, while a fortunestick reading might reveal what the future holds.
It is the ideal way to relax and network in superb
surroundings before a busy week of business.

In partnership with:
By invitation only
Dress code: Casual
A shuttle service will operate from all major hotels

Social scene
The popular leisure and social programme at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition provides fantastic opportunities
to relax and network outside business hours. The range of
activities truly offers something for everyone and is the ideal
complement to a busy week on the exhibition floor.

Tuesday 14 May, 19:30
Mandarin Oriental
Hotel poolside
This year’s Chill-Out Party
features a playground
theme. The focus is firmly
on fun, with pinball, pool,
darts and table football
among the many games
to be played. Also on
offer will be relaxing
massages by professional
therapists.
By invitation only
Dress code: Casual
A shuttle service
will operate from
all major hotels

Kindly sponsored by:

Wednesday 15 May, 19:30
Alkaff Mansion

SINGAPORE

WEDNESDAY 15 MAY

ALKAFF MANSION
19.30

The Singapore Swing Party
is always a highlight of the
week. This year guests will be
transported back to the roaring
twenties for a night of dining,
dancing, jazz and casino entertainment at one of Singapore’s
most spectacular venues. The
historic Alkaff Mansion provides
a sumptuous setting, looking
out over its 19-hectare park
with the sea below.
By invitation only
Dress code: Smart Casual
A shuttle service will operate
from all major hotels

The Travel Business magazine will be running a complimentary
chauffeur car service to and from Chijmes for its Live Music Night
at Club Lava on Monday May 13. Pick up will be from 21:00-23:00
hours at the following hotels: Marina Bay Sands, Pan Pacific,
Mandarin Oriental, Marina Mandarin, and Ritz-Carlton.
Please look out for the hostess in the reception area who will call a
dedicated car on request. Cars will pick up guests from the Chijmes
area and return them to any of the hotels listed above from 23:30
hours to 01:00 hours. Look for the hostess in the car park area.
Please ensure you have your TFWA AP badge with you.
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New product
previews
The range of new products being showcased at this
year’s TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition
is as diverse and exciting as ever. Here, we
highlight a selection of the latest launches.

A shade of
Hawaii
Maui Jim began as one man selling
sunglasses on the beaches of Hawaii in
the early 1980s. Today it is the fastest
growing polarised sunglass maker in the
world, with more than 88 styles, its own
patented PolarizedPlus lens technology,
and the recent announcement of important listings onboard a number of major
international airlines.
The sporty Ho’okipa is an ultra-modern
rimless frame, which offers great protection against sun, wind and blowing sand
for wearers as active as the professional

windsurfers who flood Ho’okipa Beach,
after which the pair is named. Ho’okipa
is being carried on KLM flights until
the end of April. Meanwhile, Maui Jim’s
Makaha – a sleek, semi-rimless design
with a refined rectangular frame, and
Pearl City – lightweight, nylon-frames
with gradually tinted lenses, will appear
in British Airways’ inflight shop selection
from 1 July to 31 December 2013.
Both Virgin Atlantic and Kenya Airways
selected the Breakwall design – a sporty,
minimalist wrap perfect for outdoor
pursuits – for the summer season. This
featherlight style will be offered on board
from 1 April to 30 September, while Aeroflot
Russian Airlines liked it so much that it will
list the style for a whole year from 1 May.

Stand K9
©2013 The Hershey Company

Natural
beauty
New exhibitor
Since its foundation by professional
makeup artist Rosy Armanini in 1982,
NOUBA has sought out new visions and
expressions of beauty. Its unexpectedly
bold colours, exclusive products and
innovative solutions are famous for setting
trends that have fascinated the cosmetics
industry for more than two decades.
Today, NOUBA offers outstanding
make-up products that reflect the
brand’s quality in their every aspect
– from design to choice of ingredients –
and ensure flawless performance with
every use.

At TFWA Asia Pacific Conference &
Exhibition, the Italian make-up master is
showcasing its principal range of professional make-up products, as well as its
exclusive new Green Philosophy line.
Only companies that embrace the
concepts of fair trade and eco-friendly
processes supply the raw materials
that go into creating NOUBA’s Green
Philosophy collection of natural cosmetics and skincare. A handpicked selection
of the best in botanical ingredients is the
core component of the pure and pretty
products, which are free from artificial
fragrances, parabens and petroleum
derivatives. Green Philosophy is a true
prodigy of nature, studied and developed
for the woman who wants a delicate
make-up that is good for her face, her
soul and the planet.

Stand A13

Discover HersHey’s portfolio of iconic global brands and innovative Travel retail exclusive products.
®

These travelers’ favorites are joined in 2013 by premium BrOOKsIDe chocolates, made with smooth
®

dark chocolate-covered real fruit juice pieces offering unique flavor combinations.

Connect with us at Stand D231 at the Tax Free Asia Pacific Show.
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Timeless
beauty
New exhibitor
BERING’s collection of watches
blends minimalistic Danish
design with optimal material
strength. Inspired by the Arctic,
it is characterised by clear,
streamlined forms and pure
elegance. The high quality materials, such as high-tech ceramic and
sapphire glass are strong and have
extreme scratch resistance.
The brand has now expanded its
ceramic concept with a unique jewellery
collection designed to sit perfectly with
the watches in the BERING collections.
The jewellery collection features unique
rings, charms, chains, earrings and
bracelets in a minimalist Danish design.
Materials used include scratch-resistant, high-tech ceramic with a soft touch,
shiny polished stainless steel,
framed Swarovski elements and
sparkling zirconia.
Also being showcased is the Arctic
Symphony Collection, which allows you
to create your own personal jewellery
from individual components. The unique

twist & change system makes this possible, as the elements of the rings, charms
and pendants can either be connected to
each other or swapped with each other.
Wind the decorative elements together
to create a whole new look.

Stand N18

Confectionery treats
Mars International Travel Retail is
presenting a wide range of innovations
for 2013. These include new chewing gum
in the Orbit and Extra ranges. There is a
convenient five-pack, which is a travel
retail exclusive and includes Orbit
Spearmint, Orbit Peppermint, Extra
White Sweet Mint, Extra White
Sweet Fruit, and Extra Eucalyptus. There is also a special
Wrigley’s bottle pack for Orbit
Spearmint, Orbit Peppermint,
and Extra White Sweet
Mint – each containing 46
pieces. Meanwhile, a new
flavour – Extra Eucalyptus – has been added to
the successful Extra
10-pack range.
The Skittles range of candy
is now available in three
fantastic flavours – Skittles
Fruits, Skittles Sours, and Skittles Wild
Berry – and in a larger 400g pouch. Also
new is the 195g Skittles Sours Pouch – a
travel retail exclusive that is specifically
tailored to the till point area.
New in the Celebrations range is the
Celebrations Tall Jar, featuring a
sparkling new design and, at 810g,
containing an extra 50g of sweets. Also
new is the travel retail exclusive Celebrations Gift Box, which is gold-covered and

www.tfwa.com

filled with 320g of Celebrations sweets.
The M&M’s range features a new 250g
M&M’s Candy Tin and also M&M’s
Sharing Bowl – a character shaped
candy bowl that includes 90g of
M&M’s chocolate.

Stand N29
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Trendy
timepieces
New exhibitor
Breo is showcasing its alluring collections
of watch concepts for stylish individuals
with an eye for the unconventional. Energy
and spirit flow from Breo’s beatnik Hippie
Chic watch bracelet, which, capitalising
upon the bohemian ‘stacking’ trend, incorporates a real leather wristlet with an
antique-look watch face embellished with
metal charms, beads and decorations.
The artistic piece is among a number of
striking launches on Breo’s stand at TFWA
Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition,
where its duo-packs and watch-withbracelet sets will be introduced for the
very first time.
Also new to the brand is the Breo
Twilight, a premium piece that
incorporates Swarovski Elements and
black highlights.
Alison Fishwick, Breo’s Global Travel
Retail Sales Manager, said: “We are also
launching an increased strength Tourmaline sports watch called Breo Energy,
which releases negative ions that are
said to have health benefits and energy
properties. It’s a great offering, taking
the ion sports band one step further and
incorporating our Roam Elite watch head,
which is engineered to the highest level
with great temperature tolerance and
water proof to 5 ATM.”
The pieces are the latest addition to
Breo’s world-recognised portfolio of
inspired lifestyle products that are so
synonymous with quality and innovation.

Stand H29
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Maritime
malts
Old Pulteney’s maritime roots in the
far north of Scotland have inspired a
colourful new series of travel retail
exclusive products celebrating three
historic lighthouses. International
Beverage is unveiling the Old Pulteney
Lighthouse Series at TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition. Each whisky
is packaged in a boldly coloured design
to reflect its distinctive, high quality.
Noss Head, Duncansby Head and
Pentland Skerries are matured in
ex-bourbon, ex-Spanish sherry and

ex-American bourbon and ex-Spanish
sherry casks respectively, each whisky
is as distinct and colourful as the
places after which they were named.
The range will be rolled out into global
travel retail from late-summer 2013.
Margaret Mary Clarke, Senior
Brand Manager for Old Pulteney,
commented: “Old Pulteney’s Lighthouse Series represents a further
investment in bringing distinctive,
high quality products to the travel
retail trade for the enjoyment of
travelling consumers. The association with the great lighthouses of
Scotland’s north easterly coast
brings to life another aspect of Old
Pulteney’s maritime heritage.”

Stand H27

Anniversary
collection
Collistar, which celebrates it 30th
anniversary this year, is showcasing its
Happy Birthday Spring-Summer 2013
make-up collection.
Icon Lipstick Gold has a texture that is
creamy and emollient, creating a highly
sensual wet look. It is available in six
super-fresh shades – petal, flesh pink,
magenta, cherry, peach blossom and
icon red.
The trend for eyes is for them to be
magnetic and deep. The Anniversary
Pallette comes in a Smoky Trendy
version, which is a palette of three
bold powder colours – fuchsia, violet
and black – for those who love strong
contrasts. There is also a Smoky Chic
version for those who like to combine
shimmering gold, dark brown and brick.
The versatile powders can be used
either wet or dry, as an eye shadow or
as a liner. Eye Primer Long-lasting Fixer
is new for 2013 and is applied to the lids
under make-up to enhance it and keep
it unaltered. Meanwhile, the new lip
primer makes it easier to apply and fix
the lipstick and prolong its hold.
Exclusively for the Happy Birthday collection, Satin Eye Shadow
Primer+Colour features three pop
shades – light blue, peach and fuchsia.

Balanced
energy
New exhibitor

For nails, the Top Coat Gel & Volume
Effect clothes the nails with light, creating a stunning volumising effect thanks
to its special gel formula.

Philip Stein is showcasing its new
Sleep Bracelet with Natural Frequency
Technology. The technology is based on
special frequencies that are embedded
in a metal disk, creating a balanced
energy flow. This is said to lead to
feelings of harmony and stress relief.
The bracelet is lightweight and gently
hugs the wrist. Users are required to
put it on shortly before going to sleep.
It is particularly good for long flights,
enabling the wearer to arrive refreshed
at their destination. The bracelet is
available onboard SWISS, Lufthansa
and Emirates.
The natural frequency technology is also
integrated into every Philip Stein watch.
Both the standard lines and the new
Swiss Collection have made a name for
themselves across the world.
Meanwhile the wine wand utilises
natural frequency technology to enable
good red wine to achieve its fully
enhanced flavour in a fraction of the
normal time. The thin glass wand,
approximately 30cm long, is designed
for wine bottles, while the shorter wand
fits perfectly into a wine glass and is
ideal for travelling.
Philip Stein has also launched SHARE:
Eau de Parfum for Women and Eau de
Toilette for Men.

Stand D29

Stand N18
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Signature
Smokes
British American Tobacco is proud to
announce four innovative new tobacco
products. State Express 555 Platinum is
a premium product worthy of the brand’s
heritage. It features an exclusive blend
of fine Brazilian tobacco to create an
extraordinarily smooth, distinctive taste.
Expect to see it make a big impact in
the world of travel retail and within the
Chinese luxury sector.
Always on trend, Kent is set to further
advance the smoking experience with the
new Kent iBOOST. Following the success
of the iSWITCH, which allowed the smoker
to choose between flavours in a click, the
iBOOST takes menthol to a whole new
level. With capsules available in 1mg, 5mg
and 8mg, smokers can choose to boost
the menthol taste sensation by crushing
the capsule inside the filter for a truly
intense flavour.
Lucky Strike offers its own unique take
on menthol, with the Lucky Strike Click
& Roll Fresh. A natural progression
from 2010’s Lucky Strike Click and Roll,
the Fresh blends tobacco with menthol,
rather than masking it, with a simple

Luxury
skincare
La Prairie has four brand new products
to restore your skin and keep you looking
at your youthful best. The Skin Caviar
Luxe Sleep Mask is a nightly treatment

Natural
skin
repair

twist of the filter allowing an added burst
of freshness.
Exclusively for Japan, the KOOL Natural
offers a natural take on the menthol
cigarette. A balance of menthol and
tobacco from naturally derived ingredients with no artificial flavourings, this
all-natural mint and tobacco product
comes wrapped in fully recyclable foil
within a fully recyclable paper and
cardboard packet.

Stand E36
that combines the benefits of a mask
and a night cream to reverse damage
to your skin and leave you to wake up
feeling revitalised. The Skin Caviar Luxe
Soufflé Body Cream brings firming and
rehydration through the potent nectars
of caviar and the sensual textures
of soufflé – also now available in a
30ml travel size, so you never need be
without it.
Meanwhile, the Anti-Aging collection

Let’s
twist
again
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being unveiled in a 30ml airless pump,
the contents of which boast no artificial
colours or oils, alcohol or parabens, and is
produced according to an ethical charter
that is respectful to the skin, for pure and
unadulterated skincare experience.

Stand F14

expands with two double-duty specialists
to focus on the eyes and lips – the AntiAging Eye and Lip Contour Cream and
Anti-Aging Eye and Lip Perfection à Porter.
The two products offer you a choice
of texture, weight and finish to help
replenish and restore your eyes and
lips via preventative and reparative
treatments.

Stand L24

Gold
standard

New exhibitor
Innovative footwear brand Butterfly Twists
has solved an age-old dilemma with its
malleable, lightweight ballerina pumps,
which fold to fit in a handbag until the
high-heels come off – so the dancing
never need stop.
The British brand produces foldable
footwear for the girl on the go, and as well
as ballerina shoes has created flip flops,
boots and wellies, all aimed at the 21st
century woman who needs her footwear
to complement her busy lifestyle.
Butterfly Twists are the perfect accessory
for jet setting between countries, rushing
from meeting to meeting or simply

The science of nature and the beauty of
the skin are at the heart of Condensé
Paris’ philosophy, and are the inspiration
behind the rejuvenating elixir for faces
that it is being showcased at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition. The
revivifying Action Booster Serum represents a new generation of skincare with
three beautifying effects – anti-ageing,
even complexion and hydration – for
radiant-looking skin.
With highly concentrated natural active
ingredients, including essence of lotus
flower, wild pansy extract and rare blue
algae extract, the botanical balm reactivates the skin’s natural repairing and
regenerating processes.
The serum’s soft-as-silk texture melts
into skin and provides the long-term
hydrating and boosting effects of an antiageing cream, helping the skin to regain
its smoothness and youthfulness for a
brighter, blemish-free visage.
The complexion-enhancing potion is

escaping away for a weekend away at
the beach.
The inflight Amelia folding ballerina shoe
in Black and Black and Cream feature
Butterfly Twist’s iconic quilted design,
patented toe-cap and ribbon bow, and are
lightweight with slip-resistant sole. Ideal
for everyday wear or when your heels
come off while working, driving, shopping,
dancing or travelling. A perfect treat or
gift, each pair includes a portable travel
pouch that fits easily in a handbag or
clutch. Amelias are universally sized to fit
sizes 36-40.

Stand D8

Rémy Martin has partnered with the
Cannes Film Festival to create a new
limited edition VSOP. Rémy Martin’s
emblematic Centaur is joined by the
Golden Palm, symbol of the Film
Festival, emblazoned upon a glamorous
gold bottle.
Passengers can now enjoy the spotlight
of the red carpet at key hub airports,
including New York JFK, Paris, Dubai,
Moscow, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Incheon,
Kuala Lumpur, Singapore and Taiwan.
In other airports the Rémy Martin VSOP
Cannes Film Festival Limited Edition will
be displayed on special merchandising
units with branded gondolas for maximum
visibility. This new Cognac is available
exclusively within travel retail.
In addition to the traditional one-litre

bottle, selected merchants will stock a
Rémy Martin VSOP Magnum Cannes Film
Festival Limited Edition.

Stand E2
www.tfwa.com
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Heavenly whisky
New exhibitor
The Edrington Group is presenting
Highland Park Loki, a 15 year old
limited edition single malt bottled at
48.7% ABV. Loki is the second in The
Valhalla Collection of four unique
whiskies from Highland Park, taking
inspiration from the legendary Nordic
gods. It follows the creation of Thor – a
16 year old malt.
The new Loki features classic traces of
sweetness and spice, but it has been
matured in both traditional Spanish
sherry casks and also some heavily
peated casks, giving it a smoky punch,
while retaining a light colour. The finish
is described as intriguing and complex.
Gerry Tosh, Global Marketing Manager,
Highland Park, said: “Thor was the
first of its kind, a true quality malt built
around an individual’s personality. This
proved massively successful and it sold
out globally. Loki will continue to take
Highland Park and The Valhalla Collection into new territory. While everyone
will recognise the definite ‘Highland
Park-ness’ of this 15 year old single
malt, it will be the unexpected and

surprisingly smoky dynamics that
will really get palates excited and
mouths talking.

Stand A16

Each piece of Clogau jewellery contains

Easy
Virtue
Styles reminiscent of memorable
moments are the concept behind Pal
Zileri’s 2013/14 Fall Winter collection,
which boasts perfect combinations and
impeccable details all in celebration of the
elegance that can be found in tradition.
Inspiration for the new line, which will be
highlighted at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition, was taken from Easy
Virtue, the major motion picture set in
the dashingly decadent 1930s English
countryside. Anthracite grey, Naples blue
and dark brown are the colour themes
key to the Italian tailor’s latest suit
collection, while the silhouette has been

updated with sartorial taste – higher
and wider lapels and a deconstructed
shirt-style shoulder distinguish the
short jackets which, coherent with 1930s
English style, are all made in cashmere,
or wool mixed with cashmere and silk.
Pal Zileri collaborated exclusively with
famous Italian woollen mill Fratelli Tallia
di Delfino, who produced the fabric for
truly independent pieces with incomparable comfort.
Pal Zileri’s Concept leisure collection
also draws on the sophistication of
the 1930s, with a debonair feel to even
its informal garments, which include
shearling Canadian jackets and short
quilted Nubuck coats, yak and mohair
masterpieces in multi-coloured jacquard,
and shirts adorned with strong checks,
colours and prints.

Stand L18

a touch of the very same rare Welsh gold
used by Royalty for over 100 years

See us at C2 at the TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition,
Marina Bay Sands Exhibition Centre, Singapore,
12th - 16th May 2013.
Contact us to arrange an appointment:
Artemis Kouroupaki
+30 697 33 23 713
artemis.kouroupaki@clogau.co.uk

David Butler
+44 7595 733379
david.butler@clogau.co.uk
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new products

Top
notes
A tangible representation of her unforgettable music, Nude by Rihanna – the soft
and seductive new addition to Parlux
Fragrances’ portfolio – is the fragrant
embodiment of the singer’s spirit
and craft. Rihanna collaborated with
legendary perfumer Harry Frémont of
Firmenich to develop her provocative,

Junior
jetsetters
Junior jetsetters are the centre of
attention at the Travel Retail Experts
stand at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition, where it is showcasing the
latest Air-Val toiletries ranges for young
travellers.
The dynamic new Planes collection
is based on Disney Pixar’s upcoming
motion picture, Planes – a high-flying,
action packed comedy starring Dusty,
a crop-dusting plane with a fear of
heights who, backed by his mentor
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fruity-oriental fragrance, which taps into
her passion and carnal emotion for a
truly personal, stripped-down scent. The
fragrance allows her fans, whom she pegs
her ‘Rihanna Navy’, to experience a piece
of her true self, bottled.
Rihanna unleashes her inhibitions within
the scent’s prominent top notes, which, in
homage the singer’s Barbadian heritage,
possess layers of guava, nectar, mandarin
and pear. The centre of the fragrance
opens into a sultry softness with a blend of
orange blossom, gardenia petals and velvet
jasmine sambac, while the seductive,

Skipper, chases his dream of competing
in the toughest around-the-world air
race in history. The Planes Metallic Zip
Case contains a light, fresh 50ml eau
de toilette colourfully adorned with the
affable stars of Planes.
One of Travel Retail Experts’ best selling
collections over the last five years is the
Disney Princess range. New for 2013, the
Princess Miniature Set of four 7ml eau
de toilettes will whisk young ladies away
in their own fragrance fairytale. Each
of the sugar-sweet bottles is inspired
by a beautiful Disney princess – Snow
White, Cinderella, Ariel and Rapunzel.
The fragrances are fresh with notes
of lemon, green apple, melon, rose,
jasmine and Lily of the Valley.
Alongside these selections is the coveted

milky base weaves together sandalwood
and musk with fresh and feminine hints
of vanilla orchid, rounding out a fragrance
that is at once daring, yet accessible.
Nude’s packaging is an emblem of
Rihanna’s sensuality. Inspired by stiletto
heels, the bottle’s graceful curvature gives
a distinct feminine edge to the twisting
matte ribbon layered over precious metal.
The fresh, scintillating Nude scent is
complemented by a bottle as unique as
the artist herself.

Stand A17

Barbie line of toiletries, revolving around
the iconic paragon that is the most sold
doll on the planet. This season the new
Barbie Metallic Beauty Set is being
introduced to travel retail; a vivid metallic

case containing pretty perfume, striking
eye colours and a glimmering lip sheen,
sure to delight budding fashion fanatics.

Stand A10
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new products

Intense
scents
Following the global success of Paco
Rabanne’s striking 1 Million scent for
men, Puig is drawing back the curtain on
the latest act in the Million saga at TFWA
Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition; 1
Millon Intense by Paco Rabanne.
The heady, intoxicating fragrance is a
celebration of opulence and excess –
qualities made tangible by the iconic, gold
ingot bottle in which it is clad.
The eau de toilette’s searing, slightly citric
top note plays upon sweet cardamom, hot
black pepper, and sparkling blood mandarin. Mellow saffron and warm nutmeg
wrap themselves around these contrasting notes, which erupt into the scent’s
refined rose absolute and cinnamon heart,
and are smoothed by the presence of
creamy sandalwood and seductive butter
of iris at the base.
“1 Million Intense is a strategic, standalone launch for Puig in travel retail,
supported by major media investment in
local markets to create the awareness
for our channel,” explained Lyndea Dew,
Puig’s Travel Retail Marketing Director. “1
Million continues to be the number one
masculine fragrance in travel retail worldwide, and we’re pleased to enhance the

Italian
style
New exhibitor
range with this launch. In the distinctive 1
Million style, we’re pushing innovation in
consumer communication with a superengaging new ‘retailtainment’ concept to
help ensure this is a winning launch and
sales growth driver for our partners.”

Stand K11
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You can never be too generous

Peroni Nastro Azzurro is one of the most
successful premium beer brands in the
world. Made with two of the true virtues of
Italian culture – craftsmanship and style
– Peroni’s heritage is said to set it apart
from its rivals.
Reinforcing these credentials, Peroni
has collaborated with partners in other

fields, such as designer Matteo Alessi,
celebrity chef Giorgio Locatelli, fashion
designer Antonio Berardi and film director Gabriele Muccino.
Peroni is brewed with Italian creativity
and flair, blending fine hops with two
row spring-planted barley and exclusive
Nostrano dell’Isola maize to develop a
crisp and refreshing beer with an unmistakeably Italian taste.
With a pedigree of more than 160 years,
SABMiller is now focusing on taking Peroni
to the rest of the world with key markets
in Hong Kong, Vietnam, Japan, Russia, US,
South Africa, Australia and UK.

Stand P28

exhibitor addendum
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exhibitor LIST – ADDENDUM
Jewellery/Watches

Confectionery/Fine Foods

abiste

brown and haley

Q 23

313 Minami Aoyama Building 7F
3-13-18 Minami Aoyama
Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-0062
Japan
T: +81 334 018 101
F: +81 334 017 183
E: obayashi@abiste.co.jp
W: www.abiste.co.jp

NE W EXHI BITOR

CONTACT:
Takeshi Obayashi - Overseas Division
Manager

Fragrances/Cosmetics
MEMBER

NE W EXHI BITOR

CONTACT:
Alexandre Callens - Regional
Director - Travel Asia Pacific

Wine/Spirits
NE W EXHI BITOR

CONTACT:
Stephen Carrol - Founder
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Newell Rubbermaid Asia Pacific Ltd
35/F Tower 6, The Gateway,
Harbour City
9 Canton Road, Tsimshatsui
Kowloon
Hong Kong
T: +852 3926 9688
F: +852 3926 9619
E: virginie.descamps@newellco.com

ME MBER

NE W EXHI B ITOR

CONTACT:
Virginie Descamps - Sr. Vice
President and General Manager
Isabelle Gippet - Retail Activation
Director, APAC
Ray Yu - National Sales Director,
China

E 38

United Dutch Breweries
Minervum 7208
P.O Box 9424
4801 LK Breda
The Netherlands
T: +31 76 578 1000
F: +31 76 578 1001
E: henkan.bakker@udbexport.com
W: www.uniteddutchbreweries.com

NE W EXHI B ITOR

CONTACT:
Henk-Jan Bakker - Regional Director
Asia Pacific

Fashion/Accessories

vinprom peshtera sa
Vinprom Peshetra SA
5 Dunav Boulevard
4003 Plovdiv
Bulgaria
T: +359 32 606 909/933
F: +359 32 606 910
E: egermanova@peshtera.com
W: www.peshtera.com

C4

united dutch breweries

Wine/Spirits
C6

CONTACT:
Richard Nicks - Managing Director,
International

Wine/Spirits

bleeding heart rum company
Chat Noir Co Inc
1651 Dian Street
Barangay San Isidro, Makati
Manila
The Philippines
T: +63 2893 7349
F: +63 2893 7349
E: monica@bleedingheartrum.com

NE W EXHI B ITOR

parker

hs 07

Q 25

3500-C, 20th Street East
Fife, WA 98424-1700
USA
T: +1 253 620 3000
E: RNicks@brown-haley.com

ME MBER

Gifts

clarins group
Clarins Pte Ltd
302 Orchard Road
05-01 Tong Building
Singapore 238862
Singapore
T: +65 6838 6333
F: +65 6838 3660
E: alexandre.callens@clarins.com.sg
W: www.clarins.com

Q 27

hugo boss travel retail
NE W EXHI BITOR

CONTACT:
Evgeniya Germanova - Head of
Export Department

hs 10

Hugo Boss International Markets AG
Baarerstrasse 133
6302 Zug
Switzerland
T: +41 41 72 73 879
F: +41 41 72 73 998
E: jesper_gustafsson@hugoboss.com
W: www.hugoboss.com

ME MBER

NE W EXHI B ITOR

CONTACT:
Jesper Gustafsson- Head of
Travel Retail

www.tfwa.com
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Inventive
inflight

Scorpio Worldwide is showcasing an array
of tantalising travel retail treasures for
inflight sales at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition, all perfectly sized and
presented for airline sales in the way only
this award-winning distributor knows how.
The exciting range of Lip Smacker



flavoured lip balms has been extended
for inflight. An exclusive new Coca Cola
tin encasing a dynamic selection of
favourite-fizz-flavoured sticks will be
available onboard from the fourth quarter,
while the new Coca Cola Lip Happiness tin
moisturising gift pack is now being offered
on the ground.
Natural-blend, plant-oil candles are
also under the spotlight in Singapore.
Max Benjamin Irish-produced wellbeing
candles are the perfect travel gift, and the
luxury Wellbeing Diffuser is on show in

new products

Singapore for the first time.
In watches, Jacques du Manoir is proving to
be one of Scorpio’s most successful watch
brands, with sales of the new ladies’ double
strap model vastly exceeding expectations.
Available in a variety of colours including
chocolate, light tan and dark blue, the
Swiss-made pieces are composed of stainless steel-case mineral glass, with genuine
Swiss Quartz movement. It is expected to be
a top seller for this year.

Stand N20

Intelligent bags
and presented in vibrant polyester.
In soft blue denim with a touch of American star and stripe, the Cool Denim
limited edition line brings western style
to the Tintamar accessory collection.
Fresh and floral, the Vie en Rose
limited edition in PVC coated cotton is
reminiscent of a country garden in early
summer, while the delicate crocheteffect Happy Days with flower detail
offers a 70s hippy-chic feel.
For those with nothing to hide, the
Crystal Exhibitionniste VIP One organiser bag in transparent lemon yellow,
flamboyant red or sea blue PVC,

holds everyday essentials like phone,
purse, keys and cosmetics in fresh,
modern style.
The new limited edition collections from

Tintamar are available in global travel
retail and domestic markets now.

Stand L10
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Travel Notebook,
Mug, Espresso Cup,
Smartphone Case,
Passport Cover,
Beach Towel & more!

LEVEL B2 • STAND A8

© 2010 BAGTAG DESIGN - All rights reserved

Tintamar is marking its triumphant tenth
year with a new series of inventive Intelligent Daily Bags. The French designer
of resourceful, practical accessories is
presenting a limited edition range of
its ever-popular VIP – Very Intelligente
Pocket – and VIP Access lines for Spring
Summer 2013. The VIP One organiser bag
with slim shoulder strap headlines the
collection, which also boasts a set of VIP
Access pouches in miniature sizes.
Also being showcased at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition is the
African Queen collection – inspired by the
bright, warm hues of African batik fabrics

exhibitor listing
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exhibitor listing ����
Stand Name

Stand Number

Sector

ABISTE CORPORATION – New Exhibitor.................................................................................... Q23.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
ABSENTA XENTA – New Exhibitor............................................................................................. N230..................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
ACCA KAPPA................................................................................................................................. L1....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
AGATHA – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................. G23.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
AGIO CIGARS................................................................................................................................. H9..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
ALD INTERNATIONAL..................................................................................................................M11.........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ALEXANDER - DISTILLERIA BOTTEGA.........................................................................................M9....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
ALISHAN – New Exhibitor........................................................................................................... A27..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
ALPURE........................................................................................................................................ H34..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
AMOUAGE – New Exhibitor........................................................................................................ C228..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
APPARTEMENT A LOUER - PARIS............................................................................................... J02.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
APTRA.......................................................................................................................................... P25..................................................................................................................................... Other
ARALDI 1930 – New Exhibitor..................................................................................................... G02..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ARMAGNAC CDD - LIQUEUR DE PARIS – New Exhibitor........................................................... A29....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
ARMAGNAC JANNEAU – New Exhibitor..................................................................................... A26....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
ARNOLD ANDRE / MAC BAREN................................................................................................... B4...................................................................................................................................Tobacco
ARTDECO COSMETIC GROUP....................................................................................................... L5....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
ARTE MADRID – New Exhibitor.................................................................................................. A31.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL............................................................................................. G20....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BACHE-GABRIELSEN / DUPUY COGNAC.................................................................................... L02....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BAGLLERINA............................................................................................................................... B25..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BARBARA RIHL............................................................................................................................ C12..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BARDINET..................................................................................................................................... H1....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BEAUTY CONTACT – New Exhibitor............................................................................................ D02...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
BELUGA......................................................................................................................................... D4........................................................................................................................ Wine & Spirits
BERING – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................. N18............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
BEURER....................................................................................................................................... K01............................................................................................................................ Electronics
BLEEDING HEART RUM COMPANY – New Exhibitor................................................................. Q25....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BOGGI MILANO – New Exhibitor................................................................................................. B14..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BONARDO TRAVEL RETAIL........................................................................................................... G9.................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BONBON WATCH......................................................................................................................... C02.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
BOTRAN AGED RUMS.................................................................................................................. B27....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BRACCIALINI – New Exhibitor..................................................................................................... H6..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BRAUN GMBH.............................................................................................................................. H11........................................................................................................................... Electronics
BREO TRAVEL RETAIL – New Exhibitor...................................................................................... H29............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO................................................................................................... E36..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
BROWN AND HALEY – New Exhibitor......................................................................................... Q27................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BROWN FORMAN – New Exhibitor............................................................................................M1+2..................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BRUYERRE................................................................................................................................... B32................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BUCKLEY LONDON....................................................................................................................... C9............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
BUTLERS...................................................................................................................................... C31................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BUTTERFLY TWISTS – New Exhibitor.......................................................................................... D8...........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
CAMUS COGNAC........................................................................................................................... J8........................................................................................................................ Wine & Spirits
CAPI TRADING – New Exhibitor.................................................................................................. N11........................................................................................................................... Electronics
CAVES D’ESCLANS - SACHA LICHINE........................................................................................ A19....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
CHABOT & CAMPARI................................................................................................................... A20....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
CHANGI AIRPORT SINGAPORE................................................................................................... K29..................................................................................................................................... Other
CHOCOLAT VALRHONA – New Exhibitor.................................................................................... C28................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
CHURCHILL’S CONFECTIONERY.................................................................................................. A5.................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
CLARINS GROUP – New Exhibitor............................................................................................. HS07.................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
CLOGAU......................................................................................................................................... C2............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
COFINLUXE.................................................................................................................................. N21..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
COLIBRI GROUP – New Exhibitor................................................................................................ J5............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
COLLISTAR................................................................................................................................... D29...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
CONDENSÉ PARIS....................................................................................................................... F14...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
COTY............................................................................................................................................ HS02.................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
COURONNE – New Exhibitor...................................................................................................... B26..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
CRESTA - LATELTIN..................................................................................................................... G31....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
DA MILANO – New Exhibitor....................................................................................................... P19..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
DECLARE - JUVENA - MARLIES MOLLER.................................................................................. H20..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
DESIGNER PARFUMS..................................................................................................................M10..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
DESIGUAL.................................................................................................................................... D11..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
DESTILERIAS CAMPENY.............................................................................................................. H01...................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
DIAGEO – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................. K28....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
DISTILLERIE FRANCIACORTA – New Exhibitor.......................................................................... C01....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
DISTILLERIES ET DOMAINES DE PROVENCE – New Exhibitor................................................. G10....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
DIVERSE FLAVOURS..................................................................................................................... A7........................................................................................................................ Wine & Spirits
DONUM MASSENEZ / COGNAC GODET....................................................................................... A15....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
DRAGEES REYNAUD.................................................................................................................... N01.................................................................................................. Confectionery & Fine Food
DUC D’O CHOCOLATERIE............................................................................................................ C32................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DUTY-FREE NEWS INTERNATIONAL........................................................................................... A9...................................................................................................................................... Press
ELLA MORISSA............................................................................................................................ H10............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
EMPIRE OF SCENTS.................................................................................................................... F22...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
EQUSS.......................................................................................................................................... K18.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
ERNEST BOREL............................................................................................................................ L6............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ERNO LASZLO – New Exhibitor................................................................................................... D2....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
ESTEE LAUDER TRAVEL RETAILING INC................................................................................... HS06.................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
EUROCOSMESI – New Exhibitor................................................................................................. E28...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
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exhibitor listing

EUROITALIA................................................................................................................................. E24...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
FALIC FASHION GROUP..............................................................................................................M208.................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
FAUCHON..................................................................................................................................... C29................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FERRERO...................................................................................................................................... N1................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FERVOR MONTREAL.................................................................................................................... K02.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
FOCUS NETWORK AGENCIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD................................................................ D35................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FURLA.......................................................................................................................................... H15.........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GERARD BERTRAND – New Exhibitor......................................................................................... H5....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
GERZON DUTY FREE................................................................................................................... G14.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
GIORGIO FEDON 1919.................................................................................................................. H32.........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GLOBAL DRINKS FINLAND – New Exhibitor............................................................................... A1........................................................................................................................ Wine & Spirits
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER................................................................................................................. L2.................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
GOLDKENN.................................................................................................................................. B34................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
GRAN TABAK INC......................................................................................................................... Q29..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
GUESS FASHION.......................................................................................................................... L19..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GUYLIAN....................................................................................................................................... H24.................................................................................................. Confectionery & Fine Food
HANSE DISTRIBUTION................................................................................................................ N30............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
HARIBO WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL – New Exhibitor..................................................................... A28................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HAWAIIAN HOST CHOCOLATES................................................................................................... D35................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HEDGREN – New Exhibitor......................................................................................................... D10..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
HERMÈS...................................................................................................................................... HS03.................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
HUGO BOSS TRAVEL RETAIL – New Exhibitor.......................................................................... HS10........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ICE SA........................................................................................................................................... F10.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
IMPERIAL TOBACCO.................................................................................................................... D37..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
INCC GROUP................................................................................................................................ G21...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
INFLIGHT TRADE SERVICES........................................................................................................ J2..............................................................................................................................Gifts / Toys
INNISKILLIN / CONSTELLATION BRANDS................................................................................. P30....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE....................................................................................................... H27...................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
INTER PARFUMS.........................................................................................................................M18..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
ITF SPA......................................................................................................................................... J11...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
JACOBSENS BAKERY.................................................................................................................. J23................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
JACQUES BOGART GROUP.......................................................................................................... F20...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
JACQUES FAREL.......................................................................................................................... A23.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
JC NEWMAN CIGAR CO.............................................................................................................. A202.................................................................................................................................Tobacco
J. CORTES CIGARS....................................................................................................................... J10..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU....................................................................................................... N02..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
JT INTERNATIONAL..................................................................................................................... B38..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
KALOO, CLAYEUX, KOKESHI......................................................................................................... L8....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
KARELIA TOBACCO COMPANY..................................................................................................... K1...................................................................................................................................Tobacco
KING’S TOBACCO.......................................................................................................................... H2..................................................................................................................................Tobacco
KINMEN KAOLIANG LIQUOR – New Exhibitor............................................................................. N7....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA.......................................................................................M20.........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KORJO........................................................................................................................................... J3...........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KORLOFF – New Exhibitor........................................................................................................... C5....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
KOSE CORPORATION – New Exhibitor....................................................................................... E32...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
KOTO PARFUMS........................................................................................................................... J27...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
LABOURE-ROI............................................................................................................................. N201..................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
LACOSTE...................................................................................................................................... K21..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LA MARTINIQUAISE SVS............................................................................................................... H1....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
LAMBRETTA................................................................................................................................. H30............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
LA PERLA..................................................................................................................................... L11..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LA PRAIRIE.................................................................................................................................. L24...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA SULTANE DE SABA................................................................................................................. H33..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA-TWEEZ..................................................................................................................................... E9..............................................................................................................................Gifts / Toys
LEGO GROUP – New Exhibitor.................................................................................................... G28.............................................................................................................................Gifts / Toys
LILAS BLANC................................................................................................................................ A4....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE....................................................................................................... HS09.................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
L’OREAL....................................................................................................................................... HS05.................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
L’OREAL LUXE TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC – New Exhibitor................................................. D19...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
LORIENCE PARIS......................................................................................................................... K10...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
LUCIANO SOPRANI...................................................................................................................... H28..................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
LUXOTTICA GROUP...................................................................................................................... J14..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LUZHOU LAOJIAO INT’L DEVELOPMENT – New Exhibitor........................................................ P31....................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL LTD................................................................................................ L202...................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
MADEMOISELLE DE MARGAUX - REVILLON CHOCOLATES – New Exhibitor........................... A25................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
MAESTRANI – New Exhibitor....................................................................................................... A3.................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
MARCOLIN SPA............................................................................................................................M28.........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MARCOROSSI SRL - GATTINONI – New Exhibitor....................................................................... F6...........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MARS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL.................................................................................... N29.................................................................................................. Confectionery & Fine Food
MAUI JIM USA, INC....................................................................................................................... K9...........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MAVIVE......................................................................................................................................... P20...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
MAXIM’S DE PARIS – New Exhibitor........................................................................................... C10................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
MICYS COMPANY SPA - PUPA...................................................................................................... J9....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
MISAKI.......................................................................................................................................... J20.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
MITCH MARC................................................................................................................................ N9..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MOLIABAL – New Exhibitor......................................................................................................... C8..............................................................................................................................Gifts / Toys
MONDAINE - MARLOX – New Exhibitor...................................................................................... P21.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
MONDELEZ WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL.......................................................................................... J24................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
MONTEIL COSMETICS................................................................................................................. F30...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
MORGAN & OATES....................................................................................................................... J33..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MOSQUITNO – New Exhibitor..................................................................................................... G01..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC – New Exhibitor................................................................................. Q20..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
NESTLE........................................................................................................................................ K24................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
NEUHAUS.................................................................................................................................... G24................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
NOUBA PROFESSIONAL MAKE UP – New Exhibitor.................................................................. A13...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
NOUGAT LONDON......................................................................................................................... A2....................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
OILILY........................................................................................................................................... G15...................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
PAL ZILERI................................................................................................................................... L18..........................................................................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PANDORA..................................................................................................................................... E20.............................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
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PARFUMS MARINA DE BOURBON / ZYLANGIA.......................................................B10............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARKER – New Exhibitor..........................................................................................C4.....................................................................Gifts / Toys
PARLUX FRAGRANCES.............................................................................................A17............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
PASHMA.................................................................................................................... M8..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PATONS MACADAMIAS.............................................................................................B36...........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
PATRON SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL AG....................................................................L25.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
PAUL & SHARK – New Exhibitor..............................................................................B20.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL...................................................C232..........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
PERFUMES Y DISENO................................................................................................L9.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
PERNOD RICARD ASIA DUTY FREE..........................................................................F24.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
PETROSSIAN – New Exhibitor.................................................................................C28...........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
P&G PRESTIGE........................................................................................................HS04............................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL...........................................................................HS01........................................................................Tobacco
PHILIPS CONSUMER LIFESTYLE.............................................................................N10................................................................... Electronics
PHILIP STEIN – New Exhibitor................................................................................N18..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
PICA LELA.................................................................................................................H14..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
PIQUADRO................................................................................................................. J15.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
POLAAR.....................................................................................................................A14............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
PREMIER PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL LTD.......................................................... M02....................................................................Gifts / Toys
PRINCIPE...................................................................................................................B3..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PROTEGE INTERNATIONAL......................................................................................C34.........................................................................Tobacco
PT SWITZERLAND / FORTUNE CONCEPT.................................................................D9...................................................... Jewellery / Watches
PUIG..........................................................................................................................K11............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
RAUSCH – New Exhibitor..........................................................................................A6............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
RED BULL RACING EYEWEAR – New Exhibitor.......................................................B2..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
REFLECTA - NOMINATION...................................................................................... M25..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
REMY COINTREAU GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL............................................................E2............................................................... Wine & Spirits
RENA LANGE – New Exhibitor.................................................................................G11.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
REVLON TRAVEL RETAILING.....................................................................................K2.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
RITTER SPORT – New Exhibitor................................................................................F8............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
ROYAL LONDON WATCHES – New Exhibitor...........................................................D01..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
SABMILLER – New Exhibitor...................................................................................P28.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
SAFILO GROUP – New Exhibitor..............................................................................E14.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO........................................................................................HS08............................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
SAMSONITE – New Exhibitor................................................................................... M6..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SCANDINAVIAN TOBACCO GROUP...........................................................................G6..........................................................................Tobacco
SCHAEFER TOY......................................................................................................... J29....................................................................Gifts / Toys
SCORPIO WORLDWIDE.............................................................................................N20..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
SEKONDA..................................................................................................................K35..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
SELECTIVA SPA.......................................................................................................... J6.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
SENNHEISER.............................................................................................................D1.................................................................... Electronics
SEQUOIA/LANCASTER – New Exhibitor...................................................................F2..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SERAPIAN MILANO – New Exhibitor.......................................................................E10.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO. LTD.....................................................................G2..........................................................................Tobacco
SHISEIDO TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC.................................................................A18............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
SILHOUETTE INTERNATIONAL.................................................................................G8..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SILVER BASE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD........................................C1..........................................................................Tobacco
SLA CREATION – New Exhibitor...............................................................................N6.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
SOBHA – New Exhibitor........................................................................................... J35.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
SOCATEC – New Exhibitor........................................................................................A8.....................................................................Gifts / Toys
SPI GROUP................................................................................................................F28.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
SPIRIT FRANCE – New Exhibitor.............................................................................P29.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
STORCK.....................................................................................................................D31...........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
SUN JEWELRY...........................................................................................................N8...................................................... Jewellery / Watches
TAKARA SHUZO – New Exhibitor.............................................................................Q19.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
TALIKA........................................................................................................................N2.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
TATEOSSIAN..............................................................................................................G32..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
TENUTA SANTA ANNA – New Exhibitor..................................................................A02.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
TEQUILERA CORRALEJO..........................................................................................B02.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
THE EDRINGTON GROUP – New Exhibitor..............................................................A16.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
THE FIRST..................................................................................................................K6.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
THE HARSTON GROUP..............................................................................................Q21.......................... Jewellery / Watches / Wine & Spirits
THE HERSHEY COMPANY........................................................................................D231..........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
THREE HATS.............................................................................................................. J1............................................Confectionery & Fine Food
TINTAMAR.................................................................................................................L10.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TITAN WATCHES........................................................................................................B8...................................................... Jewellery / Watches
TORRES......................................................................................................................H8............................................................... Wine & Spirits
TOSCOW.................................................................................................................... J28..................................................... Jewellery / Watches
TRAVALO...................................................................................................................A11....................................................................Gifts / Toys
TRAVEL BLUE............................................................................................................G1..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
TRAVEL RETAIL EXPERTS........................................................................................A10....................................................................Gifts / Toys
TRAVEL RETAIL INNOVATIONS.................................................................................K33................................................................... Electronics
TROIKA – New Exhibitor..........................................................................................H25....................................................................Gifts / Toys
UNILEVER INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL – New Exhibitor..............................H22............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
UNITED DUTCH BREWERIES – New Exhibitor........................................................E38.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
VAG............................................................................................................................ J31............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
VERSACE....................................................................................................................K8...................................................... Jewellery / Watches
VINPROM PESHTERA SA – New Exhibitor................................................................C6............................................................... Wine & Spirits
VON EICKEN..............................................................................................................A30.........................................................................Tobacco
WERUSKA & JOEL S.R.L......................................................................................... J202............................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
WHITEHOUSE.............................................................................................................B9...................................................... Jewellery / Watches
WILLIAM GRANT & SONS.........................................................................................N19.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
WONDERFUL PISTACHIOS.......................................................................................B28...........................................Confectionery & Fine Food
YVES ROCHER – New Exhibitor............................................................................... J32............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
ZERO HALLIBURTON................................................................................................F32.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ZONIN SPA................................................................................................................K27.............................................................. Wine & Spirits
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